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Author’s note: This material was prepared for the 1st CoEDL Summer School, held at
Sancta Sophia College, University of Sydney December 3 – 7 2015. Since not all
members of the CoEDL community could attend the material will remain on the website
along with the data files so that any interested parties can work through the tutorials at
their leisure. The lecture notes are also available.
Please be aware of the following points:


The code works, so if you are working through the materials and get an inevitable
error message (the joy of learning R!), then you should work carefully through your
code until it works.



Do not copy and paste the code from this document into R. It won’t work, so practice
your code writing by typing it out yourself.



While I’m happy for you to use the notes, I can’t provide support to you if you get
stuck – best to ask a knowledgeable buddy.



While the tutorials and lecture notes will get you started, they inevitably omit many
important points about statistics and many features of R. My recommendation is to
work through the material with the help of a good statistics text. Here are some
recommendations:

Field, A. (2013). Discovering statistics using R. London: Sage.
This is a great text that starts from the beginning but also includes some advanced
techniques. It also has a good companion website. It does not contain examples from
Linguistics or Psycholinguistics, but is probably the best text on the market for clarity of
explanation.
Two texts that focus on linguistic data, but do not cover foundational concepts in as
much detail are:
Baayen, H. (2008). Analyzing linguistic data: A practical guide to statistics using R.
Cambridge: CUP.
This text is now quite old, and while statistics doesn’t change so rapidly, R does, so this will
not include reference to things like R Studio.
Gries, S. Th. (2009). Quantitative corpus linguistics with R: A practical introduction.
Routledge.
The focus here is on corpus linguistics. Once again the book will not contain some more
modern features of R.
Enjoy,
Evan Kidd (Canberra, December ’15)
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Introduction
This tutorial pack contains 7 tutorials that you will complete over the course of the
summer school. The aim of the tutorials is to give you hands-on experience using R, in
which you’ll learn how to run analyses introduced throughout the course. In order to
complete the tutorials you will need to download the data folder from the summer
school website, which contains a series of .csv files. These contain data that we will
analyse. Although you can use this document electronically, I recommend that you print
it out and bring it to the summer school, so that you can quickly refer to it throughout
the course without minimising R on your computer.
You will work through the tutorials throughout the course. There are a series of Do it
yourself boxes which aim to test your ability to run analyses that have just been
modelled for you. If you have any difficulty doing these exercises please ask an
instructor for help. It is possible that some or even many of you won’t complete all
exercises within the short time frame allocated to tutorial, which is perfectly fine. Bear
in mind that material introduced in earlier tutorials may be assumed knowledge in later
tutorials, so if you don’t complete exercises one day it might be worth attempting to
catch up before the next class.
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R tutorial 1: Getting started with R.
CREATING A NEW PROJECT
 Open R Studio
 File -> New Project -> New Directory -> Empty Project
 Type in a project name (e.g., “tutorial1”)
 Specify Working Directory*.
*Note: Specify a working directory that makes a sensible home for your data and
analyses. For instance, we might create a “Results” folder within the folder for the
project you’re working on. If you at any time want to check your working directory type
getwd() or look in File tab (lower right window).
CREATING A DATAFRAME
Objects and Functions
Let’s create our first object from a simple function. Let’s say we want to create an object
‘ANU_CIs’. We can do this using concatenation function, or c(). We type into the
command line the following:
ANU_CIs <- c(“Nick”, “Jane”, “Catherine”, “Kim”, “Alan”, “Simon”,
“Evan”)

This produces an object called “ANU_CIs” using the c( ) function, containing the
information specified within the function.
ANU_CIs <- c(“Nick”, “Jane”, “Catherine”, …, “Evan”)

OBJECT

FUNCTION

Note: the quotes tell R that the data aren’t numeric (the variable is a string variable).
Now type the object label “ANU_CIs” and you should get an output with this
information.
What we have actually done here is created our first variable. Let’s create another one
called “Lang_speak” to represent the number of languages each CI speaks (nb. I have
made these numbers up, although at various times in my life I have possessed relatively
poor capabilities in 3 languages).
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Lang_speak <- c(7, 6, 4, 2, 5, 2, 3)

So now we have created two variables: one string variable and one numeric variable. In
order to combine these into a single object we need to create a dataframe.
CoE_ANU <- data.frame(Name = ANU_CIs, Speak = Lang_speak)

Now type in CoE_ANU and you’ll see you the following dataframe:
Name Speak
1
Nick
7
2
Jane
6
3 Catherine
4
4
Kim
2
5
Alan
5
6
Simon
2
7
Evan
3

So our dataframe consists of two variables (Name & Speak). But sometimes you may
want to add new variables to our dataframe. Say, for instance, we wanted to add how
many additional languages each CI understands. We would do so using the following
command:
CoE_ANU$Understand <-c(4, 5, 3, 0, 3, 1, NA)

Note, NA is used in R to denote missing data. Let’s assume Evan either pleads the 5th
Amendment on this question or doesn’t know the answer. This gives us the following
output (type “CoE_ANU”)
Name Speak Understand
1
Nick
7
4
2
Jane
6
5
3 Catherine
4
3
4
Kim
2
0
5
Alan
5
3
6
Simon
2
1
7
Evan
3
NA

So we now have a dataframe with 3 variables. Sometimes when analysing data it makes
sense to combine variables. For instance, we might combine “Speak” and “Understand”
to estimate the number of languages for which each CI has some knowledge. For this we
type in the following:
CoE_ANU$Lang_knowledge <- CoE_ANU$Speak + CoE_ANU$Understand

This command is very simple, we are just using the mathematical operator ‘+’ to
combine the variables. This gives us the following output:
Name Speak Understand Lang_Knowledge
1
Nick
7
4
2
Jane
6
5

11
11
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6
3 Catherine
4
Kim
5
Alan
6
simon
7
Evan

4
2
5
2
3

3
0
3
1
NA

7
2
8
3
NA

Note something that keeps coming up here: every time we specify a variable we must
also specify the dataframe (e.g., CoE_ANU$Speak specified the variable Speak from the
CoE_ANU dataframe).
Note another important point about the dataframe – it is in wide format: this means
that each row represents data from one entity (in this case, one person), and each column
represents a variable.
Name Speak Understand Lang_Knowledge
1
Nick
7
4
11
2
Jane
6
5
11
3 Catherine
4
3
7
4
Kim
2
0
2
5
Alan
5
3
8
6
simon
2
1
3
7
Evan
3
NA
NA

Each row: data
from one entity.

Each column represents a
variable.

Saving your workspace and data.
Finally, it makes sense for us to save our dataframe in a format that means we can use it
again. My recommendation is to save it as a comma separated values (.csv) file. This
format allows you to move between other statistical packages (e.g., SPSS) quite easily.
To do so execute the following command:
write.csv(CoE_ANU, “CoE_ANU.csv”)

The .csv file will save directly into your working directory.
Note also that when you exit R it will ask you whether you want to save your Workspace
– doing so means that you can access your history on the project (including past
executed commands), so you can pick up from where you left off.
IMPORTING DATA
While entering data directly into R is fun, there are easier ways to enter and manipulate
data, especially if you’re familiar with Excel. We’ll only learn one way to import data;
specifically, we learn how to import .csv files, like the one we just created.
We going to import a dataset that we’ll use a fair bit over the next few days, called
“PT_data.csv”. The file looks like this:
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As you can see, the file is in wide format. There are eight variables in total:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

‘participant’ = participant ID (1 – 100).
‘gender’ = biological gender (female, male).
‘age_months’ = age in months.
‘age_group’ = median split age group.
‘iq’ = Non-Verbal IQ.
‘vocab’ = Vocabulary score.
‘pt_reg’ = score on a test of English regular past tense.
‘pt_irreg’ = score on a test of English irregular past tense.

The data come from a past study of mine that investigated the acquisition of English
regular and irregular past tense. A few things to note about the dataset. Firstly, all
variables are written in lower case. This is a good strategy to pursue, as R is casesensitive, and will treat accidentally capitalised variable names (e.g., ‘vocab’ versus
‘Vocab’ as completely different objects). Secondly, R doesn’t like variable names
containing spaces, so you should use underscores (as in ‘age_group’).
Before importing a datafile you must ensure that the file is contained in the specified
Working Directory. To do this either start a new project (as above), or follow the
following commands:
 Session -> Set Working Directory -> Choose Directory …
And use the window to choose the appropriate folder.
To import a csv file use the following command:
dataframe.name<-read.csv(“filename.csv”, header = TRUE)

To import our file (“PT_data.csv”) then, we use the following command:
PT_data<-read.csv(“PT_data.csv”, header = TRUE)

The ‘header = TRUE’ tells R that the data file has variable names in the first row of the
file (if you didn’t have these you’d type ‘header = FALSE’).
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The dataframe name doesn’t have to match the csv filename – it can be anything you like
(as long as you remember it). Typically I just use the generic “data”.
That’s as far as we’ll work with these data today, but before we finish with we will look
at a useful R function that can tell us descriptive properties of our data – the summary()
function. Type in:
summary(PT_data)

And you’ll get summary statistics for all variables.
APPLY WHAT YOU’VE LEARNT
The CoE isn’t just ANU (thank goodness!). Create a new ‘non_ANU_CIs’ dataframe
containing the same variables we used above, using the following information.
Names: Anne, Caroline, Paola, Jill, Rachel, JanetF, Nick, JanetW, Helen.
Languages spoken: 5, 4, 4, 3, 7, 4, 7, 3, 3.
(Additional) Languages understood: 5, 2, 2, 1, 4, 2, 3, NA, 1.






Compute an additional “knowledge” variable
Run the summary() function to find the mean and median number of languages
spoken, understood, and spoken + understood (i.e., knowledge).
Convert the dataframe into a .csv file.
Add this data to your ‘CoE_ANU.csv’ file (a simple copy and paste will do).
Important the new file back into R, and run the summary() function again to get
the full picture of the language knowledge of the CIs.
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R tutorial 2: Exploring data with graphs.
In this tutorial you’ll learn how to create three types of graphs using the ggplot2
package: (i) scatter plots, (ii) box and whisker plots, and (iii) bar graphs. We’re going to
create these graphs from the data we looked at briefly yesterday – PT_data.csv.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let’s first create a new project and load our data:
 Open R Studio
 File -> New Project -> New Directory -> Empty Project
 Type in a project name (e.g., “tutorial2” or “graphs”)
 Specify Working Directory.
Load data:
>data <- read.csv(“PT_data.csv”, header = TRUE)
Install and load ggplot2:
>install.packages(“ggplot2”)
>library(ggplot2)
Now we’re all set to start creating graphs.
2. SIMPLE SCATTERPLOTS
Sometimes we want to know whether two variables are related to each other and in
what way. Another way of looking at this is asking whether systematic changes in one
variable (e.g., an increase or decrease) result on systematic changes in a second
variable. Scatterplots can give us an indication of whether two variables are related.
In our dataset we have a number of variables that might be related. Let’s take a simple
example – the relationship between age (age_months) and vocabulary knowledge
(vocab). Our intuition tells us that we should observe a positive relationship between
the two – plotting the data will confirm or refute this intuition.
We first create the plot object using the following command:
>scatter <- ggplot(data, aes(age_months, vocab))
© Introduction to Statistics using R, Evan Kidd, The Australian National University.
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That is, using the ggplot() function, we specify our dataframe (data) and use the
aesthetics function [aes()] to specify our two variables.
When we execute the command nothing happens – we need to take our object
(scatter) and add a layer containing visual elements. For a scatterplot we want to add
dots, which is done using the geom_point function.
>scatter + geom_point()
To add labels to our axes we add an additional layer using the labs() function:
>scatter + geom_point() + labs(x = “Age(Months)”, y = “Vocab”)
Then you’ll have this pretty graph:

It looks like there is a positive relationship between age and vocabulary. We can ask R
to estimate this relationship. We do this simply by using the geom_smooth() function
>scatter + geom_point() + geom_smooth() + labs(x =
“Age(Months)”, y = “Vocab”)
The command is therefore exactly the same as before, but the geom_smooth() function
is added. This produces a regression line (more about this in tutorials 4 & 5) which
computes an abstract relationship between the two variables. Your graph should look
like the graph below. Notice how the line isn’t straight; if we want to fit a straight line to
the plot we add geom_smooth(method = “lm”) to the command:
>scatter + geom_point() + geom_smooth(method = “lm”) + labs(x
= “Age(Months)”, y = “Vocab”)
This fits a linear model to our data, essentially describing the relationship between the
two variables using a linear function (i.e., change in one variable results in orderly
change in the other variables across all values).
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The shaded area around the line is the 95% confidence interval. We’ll learn more about
what this means in tutorial 3.
It’s also possible to change the colour of the line, the colour and transparency of the
confidence intervals, and the shape of the data points. For instance, if we want to change
the line colour to red we can simply define this aesthetic within the geom:
+ geom_smooth(method = “lm”, colour = “Red”)
We can change the colour and transparency of the confidence interval using the fill
and alpha aesthetics:
+ geom_smooth(method = “lm”, alpha = 0.1, fill = “Blue”)
The lower the alpha value the lighter the shading will be.
To change the shape of the datapoint (e.g., if you have something against circles), use
the geom_point() function. For instance,
+ geom_point(shape = 17)
will change your circles to triangles.
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Play around with the aesthetics of your graph to see how they work.
Grouped Scatterplot
What if we want to observe the relationship between vocabulary and age for two
different groups, say, females and males? R allows us to do this quite easily. First, we
define the variable (gender) as a colour aesthetic, which tells R to treat the two
groups differently:
>scatter <- ggplot(data, aes(age_months, vocab, colour =
gender))
Then, as before, we execute the following command to draw the plot:
>scatter + geom_point() + geom_smooth(method = “lm”)
This gives you the following plot:

It’s as easy as that! However, as you can see, the confidence intervals overlap, which
makes it difficult to distinguish. This can be rectified by adding instructions into
geom_smooth() to tell it to colour the CIs according to gender:
>scatter + geom_point() + geom_smooth(method = “lm”,
aes(fill=gender), alpha = 0.1)
You should get a beautifully distinguishable grouped scatterplot.
Saving plots
You’ll want to save your plots so that you can include them in reports, theses, and
manuscript submissions. This is very easy to do. In the plot window do the following:
 Export
 Save image as …. (image or pdf).
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The file will save into your working directory.
Do it yourself: Create a scatterplot plotting the relationship between vocabulary
(vocab) and performance on irregular past tense verbs (pt_irreg), including a linear
regression line. Then create a grouped scatterplot using age group (age_group) as a
grouping variable.
Boxplots
Boxplots, or box-whisker diagrams are useful ways to display your data, especially
when making comparisons across a defined variable (e.g., gender, age group). The plots
provide an indication of central tendency (the median), distribution (interquartile range
and full range). Let’s quickly compute a boxplot for vocabulary for each age group.
We start by defining the boxplot object:
>boxplot <- ggplot(data, aes(age_group, vocab))
As before, what we’ve done is created a plot object specifying our dataframe (data) and
our two variables as aesthetics. We then add the geom_boxplot() function and label
our axes using the following code:
>boxplot + geom_boxplot() + labs(x = “Age Group”, y = “Vocabulary”)

We will get the following boxplot:
Top 25%

Median

Middle 50%
(“interquartile range”)

Bottom 25%

Boxplots show us (i) the range of scores, (ii) the range between which the middle 50%
fall, (iii) the median, and (iv) the upper and lower quartiles. They also tell us whether
the scores are evenly distributed around the centre of the distribution – the closer in
length the whiskers are the more symmetrical the distribution. Importantly, boxplots
like the one we just created give us an idea of the magnitude of the difference between a
variable of interest (i.e., do older children in our sample have higher vocabularies on
average than our younger children?).
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Do it yourself: Create boxplots to compare older and younger children’s performance
on (i) regular and (ii) irregular past tense. Compare the two plots. What impressions
can you derive?
Graphing Means
Bar charts are probably the most common way to display means, and will provide an
intuitively way to compare across any type of variable of interest. Let’s create a simple
bar chart for one IV. Following on from our boxplot, let’s create a bar graph that
compares our different age groups on their vocabulary size. To start we create an
object:
>bar <- ggplot(data, aes(age_group, vocab))
This is where things begin to differ from the previous graphs we’ve created. We want to
use summary statistics to create the bar chart (i.e., we want the mean and standard
error bars). For this we use stat_summary(). To add the means, displayed as bars, we
add the following command
>bar + stat_summary(fun.y = mean, geom = “bar”, fill =
“White”, colour = “Black”)
Here we’re specifying that we want the bars to represent the mean (you could just as
easily use the median if needed), the bars will appear white and will have a black
border. You should get the following:

This is good start, but let’s add error bars and labels with the following command:

>+ stat_summary(fun.data = mean_cl_normal, geom =
“pointrange”) + labs(x = “Age Group”, y = “Vocabulary”)
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You’ll get this:

This is great, but the bars are too fat for my liking, so let’s trim their width. To do this we
have to repeat the process from the beginning adding a minor change:
> bar<- ggplot(data, aes(age_group, vocab, width = .4))
This will change the width to 40% of the original width. Then follow the same command
through and you’ll get the following:

One last cool thing you can do here: flip the axes. This can be done very easily by adding
+ coord_flip() command to the code:
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Do it yourself: Create separate bar graphs comparing the two age groups on their
performance on (i) regular and (ii) irregular past tense. How does the information in the
bar graphs differ from the comparable box plots?
Bar charts for several independent variables.
In our dataset we have tested children on both regular and irregular past tense, and we
probably want to compare their performance on each type. We might also like to
compare each age group’s performance on these different levels of regularity, in what is
a classic 2 (Age: young versus old) X 2 (Regularity: regular versus irregular) design. To
do this, however, we need to modify our datasheet slightly, from the wide format into a
variation called “long format”). I have done this for you in the file “PT_data_long.csv”, a
screenshot of which is shown below.

This is exactly the same as before, with one exception: each participant now has two
rows, one for their performance on regular verbs and one for their performance on
irregular verbs. This has an effect on the last two column – we now have a “pt_type”
column, which specifies which verb category score in the final column – which is the DV.
We need the data in this format to create our bar chart.
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We begin with the following code:
>bar <- ggplot(data, aes(pt_type, pt, fill = age_group))
Notice how this is exactly the same as the simple bar chart, with the exception that we
add fill = age_group to specify that we want the data to be split according to age
group.
We then add the bars displaying the mean using the following command:
bar + stat_summary(fun.y = mean, geom = "bar", position =
"dodge")
This is also the same as the simple bar graph, with the exception of the position =
"dodge" command, which ensures that the bars do not overlap. Finally, we add error
bars and labels:
+ stat_summary(fun.data = mean_cl_normal, geom = "errorbar",
position = position_dodge(width=0.90), width = 0.2) + labs(x =
"PT type", y = "Proportion Correct", fill = "Age Group")
A few things to note here that are different. Firstly, note the code position =
position_dodge(width=0.90), width = 0.2. By default R will make the error
bars as wide as the bars displaying the mean, which looks rubbish – specifying width =
0.2 makes them 20% the size of the bar. The dodge command centres error bars so that
they stand 90mm from the point at which the bars meet.
Finally, when labelling the graph we add fill = "Age Group”, which adds a label to
the legend.
You can see your graph now, but one annoying thing is that it will put the “old” age
group on the left of the “young” age group, since R orders variables alphanumerically. I
won’t go into details, but the following code will reorder the variables so that you get
the nice graph below:

#reordering
#Turn your 'age_group' column into a character vector
data$age_group <- as.character(data$age_group)
#Then turn it back into an ordered factor
data$age_group <- factor(data$age_group,
levels=unique(data$age_group))
#This changes it to the same order as encountered in
the csv file.
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Extension: Information from different variables can also be presented using the facet()
function. Here’s the code:
ggplot(data, aes(pt_type, pt, fill = pt_type)) +
stat_summary(fun.y = mean, geom = "bar") +
stat_summary(fun.data = mean_cl_normal, geom = "errorbar",
width = 0.2) + facet_wrap(~age_group) + labs(x = "PT type", y
= "Proportion Correct") + theme(legend.position = "none")
And here’s the graph:

Do it yourself: Compare the code for the facetted bar graph to the unfacetted one. What
are the common functions and what are the functions that differ? Explain how this
results in the differences in the graphs.
Check out:
Chang. W. (2012). R graphics cookbook. O’Reilly.
Wickham, H. (2010). ggplot2. Spinger.
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R tutorial 3: Correlation
We will compute a few different types of correlations on our PT_data.csv dataset.
 Load the dataset (if you’re not sure how to do this check past tutorial notes).
Correlations can be computed in R using the following functions: cor( ), cor.test( ),and
rcorr ( ). The first two are part of R’s base package, and the rcorr () function is part of
the Hmisc package. We’re going to need this latter package so you’ll need to install it.
 Install and load the Hmisc package.
Table 1 lists the attributes of the different packages.
Table 1. Attributes of different packages that run correlations.
Function
Pearson Spearman Kendall
p-values
cor( )
X
X
X
cor.test( )
X
X
X
X
rcorr( )
X
X
X

CI
X
-

Multiple rs
X
X

No one package gives us everything we want, so we’ll use a mixture of these throughout
the tutorial when learning different things.
Computing correlations using cor( ).
Our dataframe looks like this:

You can look at it yourself by either opening the .csv file or by using the summary( )
function. We have five variables that are continuous (minimally interval): age_months,
iq, vocab, pt_reg, pt_irreg. For the moment let’s assume they are normally distributed so
we can use Pearson correlations to investigate whether these variable covary with each
other.
As you can see, not all variables are numeric (e.g., gender, age_group) and other
variables are not meaningful (i.e., participant). Therefore, we have to tell R which
© Introduction to Statistics using R, Evan Kidd, The Australian National University.
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variables we’re interested in by creating a new dataframe (i.e., a subset of our current
dataframe). Let’s just put 3 variables in this dataframe: age_months, iq, and vocab. To do
this we use the following command:
>data2 <- data[, c(“age_months”, “iq”, “vocab”)]
This command creates a new dataframe called “data2”, which contains our three
variables of interest. Now we can compute the correlations between them using the
following command:
>cor(data2)
This should give you the following output:
age_months
iq
vocab

age_months
iq
vocab
1.0000000 0.3170607 0.3969677
0.3170607 1.0000000 0.4573514
0.3969677 0.4573514 1.0000000

The output is a 3 X 3 matrix giving 9 correlations, but really only the three highlighted
ones of interest. The remaining correlations are either replications of these three
correlations (in the bottom triangle) or correlations of each variable with itself (where r
= 1.0).
Do it yourself: All of our variables of interest are moderately correlated. Compute their
r2 values – what do they mean?
Computing correlations using rcorr( ): getting those pesky p-values.
One drawback of cor( ) is that it doesn’t tell us whether the correlation is significant.
The rcorr( ) function does give us this information. Make sure that the Hmisc package is
loaded. This function then requires an additional step before we can compute our
correlations. We must first convert our dataframe into a matrix using the as.matrix( )
command:
>dataMatrix
“vocab”)])

<- as.matrix(data[, c(“age_months”, “iq”,

Then execute the correlation command:
>rcorr(dataMatrix)
You will get the following output:
age_months
iq
vocab

age_months
iq vocab
1.00 0.32 0.40
0.32 1.00 0.46
0.40 0.46 1.00
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n= 100
P
age_months iq
vocab
age_months
0.0013 0.0000
iq
0.0013
0.0000
vocab
0.0000
0.0000

The first table gives the same correlations as before (but to 2 decimal places). Then the
output gives the sample size (i.e., n = 100), and the second table give the p-values in the
same format as the correlational matrix. These show that all of our three correlations
are significant; in each case p < .01.
Computing 95% confidence intervals around r.
It can be useful to compute 95% confidence intervals around r – this tells us the range
within which 95% of the likely values for r will fall (and tells us something about
significance). Unfortunately we can only compute CIs for one correlation at a time in R,
so let’s just do it for the relationship between age_months and vocab. We do this using
the cor.test( ) function:
>cor.test(data$age_months, data$vocab)
This gives us the following output:
Pearson's product-moment correlation
data: data$age_months and data$vocab
t = 4.2816, df = 98, p-value = 4.33e-05
alternative hypothesis: true correlation is not equal to 0
95 percent confidence interval:
0.2175091 0.5504651
sample estimates:
cor
0.3969677

Here we get quite a bit of output, much of which we have already seen. You can ignore
the top three rows at present, and go straight to the CI, which states that, with 95%
confidence, the correlation between age_months and vocabulary will frall between r =
.22 and r = .55; that is [.22 < r < .55]. Our actual observed correlation is r = .40 (rounded
up), which nicely sits within this range.
There is one important point to note here – our CI does not contain 0. Recall that a
statistically significant correlation means that, with 95% certainty, the relationship
between the two variables is greater than zero. The 95% CI captures the notion of
significance in a different way – it shows that observing an r = 0 is very unlikely, making
us confident that age and vocabulary systematically covary.
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Do it yourself: Compute the correlations between age_months, vocabulary, pt_reg, and
pt_irreg. Report the p-values and compute the 95% CIs for each correlation, and
interpret each result.
Biserial and point-biserial correlations
Biserial and point-biserial correlations are used when one of the variables is
dichotomous (i.e., it is categorical with two categories). For instance, two examples of
categorical variables in our data are gender and age_group. These are categorical in
ways that are relevant to the distinction between biserial and point-biserial
correlations. When a variable is a discrete dichotomy, like gender (notions of identity
notwithstanding, we typically treat biological gender as an either/or category for the
majority of the population), we run a point-biserial correlation. When there is
continuity underlying a dichotomy (as in age_group, where there is a continuity of ages
within each dichotomous group), we run a biserial correlation.
Let’s run these correlation types by seeing how the two dichotomous variables are
related to vocabulary. For this however we first need to code our binary variables
numerically. The .csv file PT_data_biserial.csv does this for you [(female = 0, male
= 1), (young = 0, old = 1)]. Load this file so we can run the correlations.
For the correlation between vocabulary and gender we need a point biserial
correlation, which we run using the following code:
> cor.test(data$gender, data$vocab)
This gives the following output:
Pearson's product-moment correlation
data: data$gender and data$vocab
t = -0.60512, df = 98, p-value = 0.5465
alternative hypothesis: true correlation is not equal to 0
95 percent confidence interval:
-0.2543823 0.1370478
sample estimates:
cor
-0.06101271

Interpret the output – what does it mean?
For the correlation between vocabulary and age_group we need a biserial correlation.
To run this we need to install and load the polycor package. We then run the following
code:
>polyserial(data$age_group, data$vocab)
And get the following result: r = 0.362.
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Notice how this result is very similar to the correlation between age_months and
vocab.
Partial correlations
One problem with our initial correlation matrix is that our three variables were all
correlated with each other. It appears as though they all covary and it’s difficult to know
how two given variables share “unique” variance. Consider the Venn diagram below:
IQ

c
Age

b

Vocab

a

Just say we want to isolate the unique relationship between age and vocabulary when
removing the influence of IQ, which, for whatever, reason, is a variable in which we’re
not interested. The simple correlation between age and vocabulary is represented by
areas a + b; the unique variance accounted for in vocabulary by age is denoted by a. A
partial correlation enables us to isolate a.
To do this we need to install and load the ggm package. Then we use the pcor () function
with the following code:
> pcor(c("age_months", "vocab", "iq"), var(data))
That is, using the c function, we add in our two variables interest followed by our contro
l variable and var(data) to specify our dataframe. This gives us the following result: r
= 0.2987414
Notice how the partial correlation is smaller than the simple correlation between age
and vocabulary (which is r = .40). Why do you think this is the case? (think back to the
Venn digram).
This is known as a first order partial correlation because we’ve controlled for the
influence of one variable. However, you could control for the influence of two variables,
which would make it a second order partial correlation, and so on … Thus a general
schema for running partial correlations is:
>pcor(c(“variable1”, “variable2, “control1”, control2, …),
var(dataframe))
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Do it yourself: run a partial correlation between Age (in months) and IQ, controlling
for vocabulary.
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R tutorial 4: Simple Linear Regression
In this tutorial we will run a simple regression that builds upon some of the correlations
we ran in tutorial 3.
Preliminaries




If you would like to create new project for this tutorial then do so (it’s actually not
necessary to do this, but it’s good practice).
There are several packages that you will need to install and load for tutorial 4 and 5.
These are car and QuantPsyc. Please install and load them now.
Specify the appropriate working directory and load the PT_data.csv dataset. If you
can’t remember how to do this look back to tutorial 2.

Simple Regression in R
Regression in R is actually very easy. So we won’t spend much time on commands, but
more on interpreting the output. In tutorial 3 we ran a series of correlations between
the measures in our dataset. In simple regression we attempt to model the effect of
variable X on variable Y.
We run a regression analysis using the lm( ) function – “lm” stands for ‘linear model’.
The basic form of the command for linear regression is:
>model <- lm(outcome ~ predictor(s), data=dataFrame)
Where






Model is an object created that contains information about the new model. We
can get summary statistics (i.e., the output) for the model by executing
summary(model) and summary.lm(model) for specific parameters of the
model.
Outcome is the variable you’re trying to predict – your DV.
Predictor(s) list the variable (in simple regression) or variables (in multiple
regression) from which you’re trying to predict the outcome variable.
dataFrame is the name you’ve given your dataframe, in our case data.

With all this in mind, let’s predict vocabulary from age (in months). Type in the
following command:
>model1 <- lm(vocab ~ age_months, data=data)
The command should execute very quickly. In order to see the results type in
summary(model1), and you’ll get the following output:
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Call:
lm(formula = vocab ~ age_months, data = data)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-25.5445 -7.8770

Median
0.6735

3Q
8.0060

Max
20.8651

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 11.8695
11.3836
1.043
0.3
age_months
0.7181
0.1677
4.282 4.33e-05 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 10.79 on 98 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.1576, Adjusted R-squared: 0.149
F-statistic: 18.33 on 1 and 98 DF, p-value: 4.33e-05

Let’s walk through this output, starting at the top:
Call:
lm(formula = vocab ~ age_months, data = data)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-25.5445 -7.8770

Median
0.6735

3Q
8.0060

Max
20.8651

The initial information simply gives you the model you told R to execute. This is helpful
because if you get weird results you can check to see you’ve entered the correct
equation. The next box gives you the distribution of the residuals (i.e., error associated
with predicted and actual values, or, deviation of real values from regression line).
But the most significant information is here:
Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 11.8695
11.3836
1.043
0.3
age_months
0.7181
0.1677
4.282 4.33e-05 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 10.79 on 98 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.1576, Adjusted R-squared: 0.149
F-statistic: 18.33 on 1 and 98 DF, p-value: 4.33e-05

The ‘Coefficients’ table provides us with our coefficient estimates of (i) our gradient (i.e.,
b), and (ii) our intercept (i.e., a). Remember that we’re trying to predict vocabulary level
from age in months. So we’re modelling the equation:
Y’ = bX + a
Where:
Y’ = Vocabulary.
X = Age in months
b = the gradient of the slope estimating the relationship between X and Y’.
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a = the intercept (i.e., the value of Y’ when X = 0).
From the output b = 0.72 and c = 11.87. Importantly, b is a positive value, which means
that there is a positive linear relationship between age in months and vocabulary (recall
back to our scatter plots we made in tutorial 2). This means that for every month a child
ages, their vocabulary increases. In fact, we can be more specific than this: we can say
that for every month a child ages, their vocabulary score improves by 0.72 units on our
vocabulary test.
Therefore our equation estimating vocabulary knowledge from age in months is:
Y’ = 0.72X + 11.87
We have created our first mathematical model! This means that, for any age, we can
predict children’s Vocabulary score. There are a few extra things we should check
before we congratulate ourselves too much. We might want to ask, is age in months a
good predictor of vocabulary?
To answer this question we want to know if age in months is a significant predictor
of vocabulary score. Recall back to the class on correlation and tutorial 3 when we
tested the significance of correlations, and saw that a correlation was significant if, with
high probability, it is larger than 0 (i.e., no association). We can see if our predictor
variable is significant by looking at the Pr(>|t|) coloumn, which states that age in
months is a significant predictor of vocabulary at the p < .001 level (highly significant).
Apart from assessing the significance of the predictor variable, we might want to know
whether the overall model results in a significantly good degree of prediction of the
outcome variable. This can be read off the final row, which reports an F-statistic and
another p-value. We haven’t covered F-tests yet, so let’s concentrate on the p-value,
which once again is p < .001. This means that, with high certainty (> 99.9%), the
model is likely to be a better model vocabulary knowledge than might be
expected by chance.
Overall model fit
Finally, we want to know how well the model fits the data (not simply whether it is a
better fit than chance). For this we look at the “Multiple R-Squared” statistic, which is
0.1576. We mainly call this simply R-squared. The “adjusted R-squared” is a correction
based alternative possible models, but let’s ignore it for now.
The R2 of 0.1576 means that the model accounts for 15.76% of the variance observed in
vocabulary scores. Not bad, but clearly our model hasn’t explained everything – other
factors must also contribute.
Because there is only one variable in our regression equation, our R2 value is actually
the square of the simple correlation between vocabulary and age. Therefore, if we
compute the square root of the R2 value we will get the simple correlation. That is:
√0.1576 = .397
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Do it yourself: Run a simple regression predicting vocabulary from IQ and interpret the
results. Is IQ a better predictor than age in months?
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R tutorial 5: Multiple Linear Regression
In this tutorial we will run a multiple regression on the PT_data.csv dataset, building
upon the simple regressions we ran in tutorial 4.
Preliminaries



Load the car and QuantPsyc packages.
Specify the appropriate working directory and load the PT_data.csv dataset. If you
can’t remember how to do this look back to tutorial 2.

In tutorial 4 that we ran two simple regressions, one predicting vocabulary knowledge
from age, and the other predicting vocabulary from IQ. Both were significant. Multiple
regression allows us to jointly assess their contribution to vocabulary knowledge. The
procedure is exactly the same as simple regression. Execute the following command:
>model1 <- lm(vocab ~ age_months + iq, data=data)
Execute the summary(model1) command and you will get the following output:
Call:
lm(formula = vocab ~ age_months + iq, data = data)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-23.0592 -6.5712

Median
0.0731

3Q
6.6282

Max
20.0621

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 10.1314
10.5887
0.957
age_months
0.5067
0.1644
3.083
iq
1.0269
0.2532
4.056
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01

Pr(>|t|)
0.341041
0.002668 **
0.000101 ***
‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Residual standard error: 10.03 on 97 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.2797, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2649
F-statistic: 18.84 on 2 and 97 DF, p-value: 1.225e-07

What do the results say? Here are the CliffsNotes:




Significant regression model F(2, 97) = 18.84, p < .001 → our regression model
significantly fits the data better than chance (read from F-statistic).
The R2 value is 0.2797 → 27.97% of variance in vocabulary scores is accounted for
by the joint combination of age in months and IQ.
Both age and IQ individually significantly contribute vocabulary knowledge. Age in
months: (b = 0.51, t(97) = 3.08, p = .002), IQ: (b = 1.03, t(97) = 4.06, p < .001). That is,
when holding the influence of the other variable constant, both IVs independently
predict vocabulary.
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Thus we can say that our overall regression model significantly fits the data better than
chance, and that both age and IQ significantly and independently predict vocabulary.
Note that the R2 is higher than the simple regressions we ran in tutorial 4 – thus
showing that multiple variables explain more variance in vocabulary than either alone.
It’s that easy …well, sort of. There are few extra things we need to do. Firstly, you might
like to know is how the explained variance is partitioned (i.e., how much is each variable
individually and jointly responsible?). You can easily work this using partial
correlations.
Do it yourself: Go back to tutorial 3 and revise how to compute partial correlations.
Then identify (i) how much variance IQ and age uniquely explain in vocabulary, and (ii)
how much variance they explain jointly.
Secondly, our values for b aren’t strictly comparable because our two IV are measured
in different units (age in months, IQ in points). We can make them comparable by
converting them to standardised coefficients (denoted by β). To do this we use the
QuantPsyc package and execute the following command:
> lm.beta(model1)
And you will get the following output:
iq
age_months
0.3685366 0.2801192

Thus for IQ the standardised β = 0.369, for age in months β = 0.28. These tell us the
number of standard deviations by which the outcome (vocab) will change as a
result of one standard deviation change in the predictor. Therefore, as the partial
correlations confirm, IQ is a stronger predictor of vocab than age.
TESTING THE ACCURACY OF THE MODEL: CHECKING ASSUMPTIONS
Whether or not our data meet the assumptions for multiple regression will determine
how well the model generalises beyond the data. Multiple regression comes with a long
list of assumptions, which can be check using R.
1. Outliers and influential cases
Outliers may unduly influence a regression model by deviating substantially from other
data points, thereby skewing correlations among variables. Identifying outliers and
their influence is by far the most laborious component of regression in R. Bear with me
here, but if you are spending too much time on it then perhaps skip this section and
come back to it when your patience returns.
Outliers are identifiable via standardised residuals. Recall how the regression line is
computed minimising the residual error between the data and the regression model. We
can convert these residuals to standard (z) scores and, following the normal
distribution, can check to see if we have a greater number of outliers than would be
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expected through chance (i.e., for a sample of 100, we would reliably expect 5 or less std
residuals > 2).
The influence of outliers can be calculated using Cook’s Distance, which is a measure of
the overall influence of a case on the model. Values greater than 1 are cause for concern.
(Note: There are other methods of measuring influence, such as leverage and
covariance ratios, but this is the most straightforward).
Here’s the annoying part: computing these statistics requires a bit of dataframe
manipulation (this is where R sucks a bit in comparison to other packages). Firstly we
want to create some new variables that compute the residuals, the standardised
residuals, and the Cook’s distances. We do so by executing the following commands:
>data$residuals<-resid(model1)
>data$standardized.residuals<-rstandard(model1)
>data$cooks.distance<-cooks.distance(model1)
This creates three new variables, which you can see if you type the command data.
We could try and identify outliers and their influence by inspecting the full dataframe,
but that is a bit messy, so we can clean things up a bit to more easily identify any
offending cases.
Let’s first look at the standardised residuals. If error is normally distributed, we would
expect 95% of cases to have standardised residuals within +/- 2. Thus, for a sample of
100, we should expect about 5 outlier cases. We can identify these in R by executing the
following command:
>data$standardized.residuals> 2 | data$standardized.residuals< -2

This asks R to identify every standardized residual >2 or < -2, where the “|” sign means
“or”. This gives the following output:
[1] FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
[12] FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE
[23] FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE
[34] FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE
[45] FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
[56] FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
[67] FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
[78] FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
[89] FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
[100] FALSE

Thus we have 4 outliers, as indicated by the 4 “TRUES”. We can add this information as a
new variable to our dataframe using the following command:
>data$large.residual<-data$standardized.residuals > 2 | data$s
tandardized.residuals < -2
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Now we have variable we use. R stores every “TRUE” as a 1, and every “FALSE” as a 0.
Because of this we can use the sum( ) function to get the sum of the variable
large.residual, which will tell us the number of outliers we have (if we fail to see them
all). We execute the following command:
>sum(data$large.residual)
And you will get the following output: [1] 4.
While this is great, we really want to know which cases are outliers and what their
standardised residuals are. We can do this by selecting only those cases for which the
large.residual is TRUE. We do this by selecting part of the dataframe using
dataFrame[rows, columns], in which we can specify which rows and columns we
want to see. If we set rows to be data$large.residual, then we will only see those
rows for which large.residual is true. We should set our rows to be both
standardized.residuals and cooks.distance, as these are the values in which
we’re interested. We therefore execute:
>data[data$large.residual, c("standardized.residuals", "cooks.
distance")]
Which gives us the following output:
21
32
41
58

standardized.residuals
-2.335692
2.014398
-2.154524
-2.256113

cooks.distance
0.05754413
0.01858893
0.03506755
0.01887799

Therefore, cases 21, 32, 41, and 58 are outliers. Note that their values are not extreme in
the sense that they’re not too far above 2 or below -2. The Cooks Distances tell us
whether they unduly influence our regression model, where values greater than 1 are
cause for concern. Because none of our outliers are anywhere near 1, it seems that they
don’t have a large influence on our solution. Therefore, since (i) the number of outliers
is not larger than expected due to chance, and (ii) they do not unduly influence the
model, we can retain them in the model.
What to do if an outlier does unduly influence the solution? In this instance one
would delete the outlier and re-run the regression.
2. Assessing the assumption of independence
Phew! That was a marathon – thankfully checking other assumptions is more
straightforward. Let’s now test the assumption of independence of errors, which
assumes that residual errors are correlated (because they should be random). This is
tested using the Durbin-Watson test (make sure the car package is loaded), which can
be executed with the following command:
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>durbinWatsonTest(model1)
This gives the following output:
lag Autocorrelation D-W Statistic p-value
1
-0.1162974
2.227854
0.292
Alternative hypothesis: rho != 0

Note that the statistic is not significant p > 0.5. Actually, although you will have the same
D-W statistic (2.227854), your p-value will be slightly different (though still not
significant). Don’t worry about this, the point is that the non-significant result means
that the assumption holds – we have independence of errors!
3. Assessing multicollinearity
The Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) or its inverse – tolerance – are used to assess
multicollinearity – the possibility that IV are too highly correlated with other IVs. All we
need to do to compute VIF is execute the following command:
>vif(model1)
And we get the following output:
iq
1.111763

age_months
1.111763

If VIF > 10 there is cause for concern, but ours are quite low, which means that IQ and
age in months aren’t too highly correlated to affect the stability of our model.
4. Checking assumptions about residuals
As a final stage we need to visually check the assumptions that relate to the residuals
(error). R allows us to do this quite easily by executing the following command:
>plot(model1)
R is clever in this respect, as it will automatically plot 4 graphs, the first two of which we
will use to check the assumptions of homoscedasticity and normal distribution of error.
Following executing the command you receive a prompt:
Hit <Return> to see next plot:
And the first plot will be this:
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The assumption of homoscedasticity is that the variance of the residuals should be
constant for any predicted value of Y. The graph plots the residuals against the
predicted (or fitted) values from the equation. What we’re looking for here is pretty
much a random array of dots evenly dispersed around aero. This is pretty much what
we find. We can therefore assume that the assumption is met.
The next graph is the Q-Q plot, which tests the assumption of normal distribution of
error.

A Q-Q plot graphs two distributions against each other. In this case, it plots the
theoretical predictions of the model against the standardised residuals. If the
distribution of error is normal then we should see a straight line, which we do, meaning
that we can assume normal distribution of error.
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What if assumptions are violated?
Violating assumptions isn’t the end of the world, and happens quite a lot. The main
drawback is that it means that it’s harder to generalise from your data to the broader
population (basically, the model might be OK for your sample, but not beyond that).
Sometimes transforming IVs can make things better (see a statistics textbook for
instructions on how to transform data).
Sequential Regression
So far we’ve only covered simple regression, where all IVs are entered into the equation
at once. This is a good technique if we don’t have any theoretical reason to order our
variables and sequentially insert them into the equation, but frequently we do have such
a reason. For instance, we might be specifically interested in the relationship between
vocabulary and IQ, over and above any influence of age. In this case we could run a
sequential regression with two steps: (i) enter age as the first IV, and (ii) enter IQ in as
second, and see if it improves the model fit. In other packages (e.g., SPSS) this is easily
accomplished by ticking a box; however, in R we need to run two separate regressions.
In the first regression we use age to predict vocabulary (i.e., a simple regression). You
should be able to write this command now (call it “model2”), and get the following
output:
Call:
lm(formula = vocab ~ age_months, data = data)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-25.5445 -7.8770

Median
0.6735

3Q
8.0060

Max
20.8651

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept) 11.8695
11.3836
1.043
0.3
age_months
0.7181
0.1677
4.282 4.33e-05 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 10.79 on 98 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.1576, Adjusted R-squared: 0.149
F-statistic: 18.33 on 1 and 98 DF, p-value: 4.33e-05

So we see that we have a significant regression model (F(1, 98) = 18.33, p < .001), where
age in months significantly predicts vocabulary (β = 0.72, t(98) = 4.28, p <.001), with an
R2 = 0.158.
Now we run a second (multiple) regression with both age and IQ as predictors. Call it
“model 3”. This is the same as what we did before, but run it again for practice. You
should get the following output.
Call:
lm(formula = vocab ~ age_months + iq, data = data)
Residuals:
Min

1Q

Median

3Q

Max
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-23.0592

-6.5712

0.0731

6.6282

20.0621

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value
(Intercept) 10.1314
10.5887
0.957
age_months
0.5067
0.1644
3.083
iq
1.0269
0.2532
4.056
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01

Pr(>|t|)
0.341041
0.002668 **
0.000101 ***
‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Residual standard error: 10.03 on 97 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.2797, Adjusted R-squared: 0.2649
F-statistic: 18.84 on 2 and 97 DF, p-value: 1.225e-07

Which is what we found before. Now we can do an additional analysis to compare the
models. In doing so, we compare whether the addition of IQ significantly increases
model fit in comparison to the model without it. That is, we compare model 2 and model
3, using the following command.
>anova(model2, model3)
You should get the following output:
Analysis of Variance Table
Model 1: vocab ~ age_months
Model 2: vocab ~ age_months + iq
Res.Df
RSS Df Sum of Sq
F
Pr(>F)
1
98 11407.8
2
97 9753.5 1
1654.3 16.453 0.0001009 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Unfortunately R recodes our models as Model 1 and Model 2, but you can see which is
which. The first bit of important information is in the box on the left, which denotes the
residual sum of squares, which by now you should recognise as a measure of error for
the models. You’ll see that the simpler model has higher RSS than the more complex
model, which means that is has more error, and therefore lower fit to the data.
The next piece of important information is in the box on the right. It reports the result of
the ANOVA test which statistically measures whether the difference in RSS is significant
(i.e., beyond that expected by chance). It turns out it is (F = 16.45, p < .001). This means
that the addition of IQ to the model significantly improved model fit.
This is sometimes talked about in terms of change in R2 (or ΔR2). Because in sequential
regression shared variance is partitioned to the first entered variable, the ΔR2 from
model2 to model3 is 0.2797 - 0.1576 = 0.1221. Thus adding IQ into the model explained
a further 12.2% of the variance in vocabulary.

Reporting Regression Results.
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When you have finalised you analyses you will want to report the results in your thesis
or paper. Here is the American Psychological Association (APA) recommended format
for reporting sequential multiple regression results (for simple results you simply
report R2 instead of ΔR2).
Table 1.
Results from Sequential Regression Predicting Vocabulary Knowledge from Age(in
months) and IQ.
Step 1
Age(months)
Step 2
Age(months)
IQ
N = 100.

ΔR2
.158
.122

b

SE(b)

β

p

.72

.17

.40

<.001

.51
1.03

.16
.25

.28
.37

= .002
<.001

Do it yourself: Run two new multiple regressions predicting (i) regular past tense
production, and (ii) irregular past tense production from Age (in months), Vocabulary,
and IQ. Check that all assumptions are met, and report the results in APA format.
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R tutorial 6: Comparing two means – t-tests
In this tutorial we will run a series of t-tests on the PT_data.csv dataset.
Preliminaries



Install and load the pastecs package, which we’ll need to check assumptions, and
load the ggplot 2 so we can graph some of our data.
Specify the appropriate working directory and load the PT_data.csv dataset. If you
can’t remember how to do this look back to tutorial 2.

The PT_data.csv dataset represents data from a study that tested 100 children on tests
of regular and regular past tense, as well as measuring their vocabulary, age, IQ, and
gender. All except for gender are continuous measures (i.e., they are measured on an
interval scale); however, recall that we created a “young” and an “old” age group as well,
thereby also making a binary “age_group” variable.
Comparing two different groups: Independent samples t-test.
When you are comparing two means from different groups you conduct an
independent samples t-test. The general procedure for doing so is the following:
1. Enter or load the data.
2. Explore the data: many statisticians recommend graphic data before analysing
it, and we must check the assumptions of the test so that we know the solution is
stable and generalises to the population.
3. Complete the test: run the t-test.
4. Calculate an effect size: it is useful to quantify the strength of any difference by
computing an effect size.
We have already loaded the data, so let’s move to Step 2. In our data we have two types
of independent groups: (i) age_group, and (ii) gender. They are independent in the
sense that each participant can only be a member of one group. Let’s compare the two
age groups (young versus old) on their vocabulary cores.
Exploring the data:
We have actually created graphs depicting vocabulary scores for these two groups in
tutorial 2. The box plot is shown below:
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The boxplot shows that vocabulary scores differ between the groups. The mean for the
older group is higher, as we might expect from our regression analyses conducted in the
previous tutorials. However, the distribution of the scores overlaps considerably, so
conceivably the differences in the means might not be significant.
Before we test whether this is the case we must first check to see whether the
assumption of normality holds. The by( ) and stat.desc( ) function will give us
some descriptive statistics, and will tell us whether the distribution of vocabulary
scores is normal. Execute the following command:
by(data$vocab, data$age_group, stat.desc, basic = FALSE, norm
= TRUE)
This command requests summary statistics for the vocab variable for each age group
using the stat.desc function. We have not chosen to get the basic statistics (basic =
FALSE) because we only want information regarding the normality of the distribution of
vocab scores (norm = TRUE). This gives the following output:
data$age_group: old
median
mean
SE.mean CI.mean.0.95
var
65.5000000
64.5200000
1.5592358
3.1334017 121.5608163
std.dev
coef.var
skewness
skew.2SE
kurtosis
11.0254622
0.1708844
-0.4023257
-0.5976306
-0.6190865
kurt.2SE
normtest.W
normtest.p
-0.4676528
0.9706728
0.2464488
--------------------------------------------------------data$age_group: young
median
mean
SE.mean CI.mean.0.95
var
56.5000000
56.2600000
1.5491433
3.1131200 119.9922449
std.dev
coef.var
skewness
skew.2SE
kurtosis
10.9540972
0.1947049
-0.1197191
-0.1778356
-0.8848201
kurt.2SE
normtest.W
normtest.p
-0.6683856
0.9813387
0.6096371

The results for the old group are the top half of the table and the results for the young
group are in the bottom half. You’ll see a number of stats you now know about, but the
important information is in the boxes. This gives the results of a Shapiro-Wilks test,
which tests to see whether the distribution of vocabulary scores significantly deviates
from normality. Because in both cases p > .05, the tests indicate that the distributions of
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vocab scores in both age groups do not deviate from a normal distribution – that is, we
have normally distributed data and our assumption is met.
Complete the test
We can complete the test by executing the following code:
ind.t.test<-t.test(vocab ~ age_group, data=data)
Here we’ve created an object called “ind.t.test”, which is defined by the function
t.test( ), where the DV is vocab and the IV is age_group in our dataframe (data).
We then type ind.t.test to get the following output:
Welch Two Sample t-test
data: vocab by age_group
t = 3.758, df = 97.996, p-value = 0.0002911
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
95 percent confidence interval:
3.898203 12.621797
sample estimates:
mean in group old mean in group young
64.52
56.26

The first bit of information to look at is in the box: we have a t-value of 3.76, with 98
degrees of freedom1 and a significant p-value of p < .001. Or more formally represented
at t(98) = 3.76, p <.001. That is, the difference between the mean vocabulary scores of
the old and young group.
The next bit of important information comes from the 95% confidence interval of the
mean difference, which is [3.90, 12.62]. That is, 95% of comparisons between these two
groups would likely yield a mean difference between these two numbers. Because the CI
does not contain 0, we can safely assume that the two distributions of vocabulary scores
come from different populations – there is a significant difference!
Calculating the effect size
Our t-test revealed a significant difference, but we want to know the magnitude of the
difference. Effect sizes are easy to calculate using the following formula:
𝑡2
√ 2
𝑡 + 𝑑𝑓
We could calculate this by hand, but it’s also possible to do so in R. R stores the tstatistic as statistic[[1]] and the df as parameter[[1]], so we can use these as a
starting point to re-create the equation in R code. Firstly let’s create variables for t and
df:
1

The df of 97.996 is actually an automatic correction because this t-test does not automatically assume
homogeneity of variance. Our data are likely to meet this assumption, but let’s go with this anyway.
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t<-ind.t.test$statistic[[1]]
df<-ind.t.test$parameter[[1]]
This commands simply rename the values we want as variables, which we can then use
to create our equation for r.
r<-sqrt(t^2/(t^2+df))
If we simply type and execute “r” we will get the following output:
[1] 0.3549115

Therefore r = .355, which is a medium effect. Here is how effect sizes are typically
interpreted:

Do it yourself: Run two independent samples t-tests, one comparing females and males
on vocabulary scores, and the other comparing the two age groups on their inflection of
regular verbs. Be sure to plot your data and check your assumptions.
Comparing the same group across two conditions: the dependent samples t-test.
The other common style of t-test that we will do is the dependent-samples t-test. This
type of analysis is used when we have one sample that contributes values to two
variables. This is commonly called a within-participants design, and categorises our past
tense outcome variables, since we have measured children’s production of both regular
and irregular past tense. Therefore, let’s compare the children’s performance on regular
past tense production versus irregular past tense production following the same steps
as above.
Exploring the data
First let’s plot the data, but this time we’ll use a bar graph:
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As we can see, the children perform much better on the regular in comparison to
irregular verbs. There seems to be larger variance in the pt_irreg condition, as indicated
by the larger error bars.
Do it yourself: Recreate the bar graph above using what you learnt in tutorial 2.
Now let’s check the assumption of normality. Because we are only dealing with one
group, the assumption is slightly different for dependent samples t-tests. Namely, the
assumption is that the differences in scores between the conditions is normally
distributed. We can easily test this by creating a new variable that represents this
difference; that is, pt_reg – pt_irreg. Let’s do this wit the following code:
data$PT_diff <- data$pt_reg - data$pt_irreg
What we’ve done here is created a new variable called “PT_diff”. We can now check to
see if this is normally distributed using the Shpiro-Wilks test, executing the following
code:
shapiro.test(data$PT_diff)
This gives the following output:

Shapiro-Wilk normality test
data: data$PT_diff
W = 0.98476, p-value = 0.3053

Which means that, since our p > .05, the distribution of difference scores is normal.
Complete the test
Now we can execute the following command to run the test:
p.t.test<-t.test(data$pt_reg, data$pt_irreg, paired=TRUE)
This is a slightly different command to the independent samples t-test, but it should by
now be familiar. What we are doing here is specifying our two conditions via the
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dataFrame$variable (e.g., data$pt_reg) command, and also specifying that we want a

paired-samples t-test (another word for dependent). Type the name of the object
(p.t.test) and this should give the following output:
Paired t-test
data: data$pt_reg and data$pt_irreg
t = 22.838, df = 99, p-value < 2.2e-16
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0
95 percent confidence interval:
0.4141830 0.4930016
sample estimates:
mean of the differences
0.4535923

What we see here is another significant result: confirming the difference suggested by
the bar graph, the children scored significantly higher on the regular as opposed to the
irregular verbs (t(99) = 22.84, p < .001).
Do it yourself: Calculate and interpret the effect size for the dependent t-test we just
conducted.
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R tutorial 7: Comparing k means – ANOVA
In this tutorial we will run some ANOVAs using PT_data_ANOVA.csv dataset.
Preliminaries



Specify the appropriate working directory and load the PT_data_ANOVA.csv
dataset. If you can’t remember how to do this look back to tutorial 2.
Install and/or load the following packages: compute.es, car, ggplot2, multcomp, and
pastecs.

One-way ANOVA
The simplest form of ANOVA is to compare the scores of k groups on one dependent
variable (where k > 2). In the dataset we’ve been working on so far we have explored
differences between two age groups, but since age is a continuous variable we can easily
divide the 100 children into three groups. This is what has been done in the
PT_data_ANOVA.csv datafile, where we now have three groups: young, middle, and
old, formed by taking the youngest third, the middle third, and the oldest third.
To conduct a one-way ANOVA you should follow the following general procedure:
1. Explore your data: as in tutorial 6, it’s a good idea to begin by graphing your data
and computing some descriptive statistics. Assumptions should also be checked.
2. Compute the basic ANOVA: run the main analysis of variance.
3. Compute contrasts or post hoc tests: follow up the omnibus ANOVA tests with
tests that determine difference across groups.
Exploring the data
Let’s first explore the data by producing a graph and some descriptive statistics. I have
created a bar graph representing vocabulary for each age group below.
Do it yourself: Formulate the code to produce a bar graph similar to the one below, and
produce the graph.
As you can see, there seems to be little difference between the young and middle
groups, but the vocabulary of older group is a lot higher than the other two groups. An
ANOVA will tell us whether there is a difference across these groups.
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To get descriptive statistics we can use the by() and stat.desc functions (as in
tutorial 6).
Do it yourself: obtain the descriptive statistics for each group, and test whether the
assumption of normality holds within each group. Hint: see tutorial 6.
You should get something like the following output (I have reordered the output to
reflect the order of group sin the csv file, see tutorial 2):
data$age_group: young
median
mean
SE.mean CI.mean.0.95
var
std.
dev
coef.var
skewness
skew.2SE
57.5000000
57.1470588
1.8476426
3.7590571 116.0686275
10.7735
151
0.1885227
-0.1988182
-0.2466402
kurtosis
kurt.2SE
normtest.W
normtest.p
-0.8372229
-0.5313016
0.9790331
0.7420819
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------data$age_group: middle
median
mean
SE.mean CI.mean.0.95
var
std.
dev
coef.var
skewness
skew.2SE
54.0000000
57.0606061
2.1802920
4.4411094 156.8712121
12.5248
238
0.2195004
0.1151377
0.1408808
kurtosis
kurt.2SE
normtest.W
normtest.p
-1.0631690
-0.6658007
0.9661358
0.3814502
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------data$age_group: old
median
mean
SE.mean CI.mean.0.95
var
std.
dev
coef.var
skewness
skew.2SE
67.0000000
67.0606061
1.5386063
3.1340385
78.1212121
8.8386
205
0.1318005
-0.1286112
-0.1573667
kurtosis
kurt.2SE
normtest.W
normtest.p
-1.0377843
-0.6499038
0.9754315
0.6427269

The output provides us with a range of descriptives, but also our important test of the
normality assumption. We can see that, within each group, the distribution of
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vocabulary scores does not deviate from normal, as indicated by the non-significant
Shapiro-Wilks tests (all ps > .3). Thus our assumption of normality holds.
Next we need to check that the assumption of homogeneity of variance is met. That is,
we want to know whether the variance in each group are not significantly different. For
this we conduct a Leven’s test, using the following code:
>leveneTest(data$vocab, data$age_group, center=median)
This should result in the following output:
Levene's Test for Homogeneity of Variance (center = median)
Df F value Pr(>F)
group 2 2.6145 0.07836 .
97

The output shows that the Leven’s test is not significant (i.e., p > .05), and so we can
assume that the variances across our groups do not systematically differ at a rate
greater than would be expected due to chance.
What if your assumptions aren’t met? If your assumptions aren’t met then there are
options for one-way ANOVA. One possibility when the assumption of homogeneity of
variance is not met is to compute Welch’s F, which R can do. Another option is to run a
robust ANOVA, but that is well beyond the scope of this course! See Field et al. (2013) for
more details.
Compute the basic ANOVA
Now we can compute our omnibus ANOVA test using the aov( ) function. Execute the
following code:
>model1<- aov(vocab ~ age_group, data=data)
Similar to our other models (e.g., regression, t-tests), inside the aov( ) function we’re
specifying that we’re modelling our DV (vocab) as a function of our IV (age_group).
Now by executing summary(model1) you should get the following output:
Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value
Pr(>F)
age_group
2
2192
1096
9.366 0.000191 ***
Residuals
97 11350
117
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

The output in the box tells us that we have an F-value of 9.366, which is significant p <
.001. The F-value is actually the Mean Sum of Squares for the model (i.e., with age_group
as a predictor – the systematic variance) divided by the Mean Sum of Squares for the
each data point (i.e., the unsystematic variance). They have different degrees of
freedom (Df). Because the model contains one IV with has 3 levels (i.e., young, middle,
old), the df = k – 1 = 2 (where k = no. of levels). Because there are 100 participants
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overall, the df for the residuals is N – k = 97. Thus we report the final result as: F(2, 97) =
9.37, p < .001.
The ANOVA result is an omnibus test. That is, it tells us that there are differences
between the groups, but it does not tell us where those differences lie. For this we need
to conduct additional analyses.
Compute contrasts or post hoc tests
If we have some a priori ideas about where differences might lie between our groups we
could conduct planned contrasts. Planned contrasts are great: because of a fairly cool
trick they don’t require you to control for inflation of experimentwise error due to
conducting multiple pairwise comparisons. They are a little beyond what we are going
to cover so we won’t run them here, but I urge you to look them up if you fancy learning
nerdy stuff about stats. Instead we’ll run some post hoc tests, which are pairwise
comparisons that, unlike running multiple t-tests, correct for experimentwise error and
tell us where differences between our groups lie.
One common post hoc method are Bonferroni pairwise comparisons. These can be run
using the following code:
>pairwise.t.test(data$vocab, data$age_group, paired = FALSE,
p.adjust.method = "bonferroni")
This code specifies that we are running pairwise comparisons (pairwise.t.test),
that our DV is vocab and our IV is age group, that we are running independent
comparisons (i.e., they are not paired or dependent t-tests), and that our method for
adjusting for inflation of experimentwise error is the Bonferroni adjustment. This gives
the following output:
Pairwise comparisons using t tests with pooled SD
data:

data$vocab and data$age_group

young
middle
middle 1.00000 old
0.00090 0.00089
P value adjustment method: bonferroni

The information in the box tells us the p-values of the three comparisons we’ve made
(i.e., young vs middle, young vs old, middle vs young). The tell us that the older group
has significantly higher vocabulary scores than both the young and the middle groups
(ps < .001), but that the young and middle group did not differ (p = 1.0).
Et voilà! We could stop here, but since we computed effect sizes for regression and ttests it makes sense for us to do so for our ANOVA analysis.
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Computing effect sizes for one-way ANOVA
R doesn’t automatically provide us with an effect size for ANOVA, but this can be easily
computed using the summary.lm( ) function. And so we execute:
>summary.lm(model1)
And we get the following output:
aov(formula = vocab ~ age_group, data = data)
Residuals:
Min
1Q
-24.0606 -8.3754

Median
-0.1038

3Q
8.8746

Max
25.9394

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)
(Intercept)
57.14706
1.85512 30.805
<2e-16 ***
age_groupmiddle -0.08645
2.64334 -0.033
0.9740
age_groupold
9.91355
2.64334
3.750
0.0003 ***
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 10.82 on 97 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.1619, Adjusted R-squared: 0.1446
F-statistic: 9.366 on 2 and 97 DF, p-value: 0.000191

Here we see a slightly different output to before but with the exact same result. In fact
the output is in regression format (remember – ANOVA is a special form of regression),
where the estimates are giving the estimate of the difference between the young and
middle group (β = - .09, p = .97) and the difference between the young and old group (β
= 9.91, p < .001). We only get the young versus other comparisons because I specified
the young group as the reference level when I reordered the way R reads the variables
for my bar chart. If you didn’t do this you will get the middle group as the reference
level because it is alphabetically the first group. If this is the case you can compare these
results to yours and the Bonferroni test results to confirm that indeed ANOVA is simply
regression.
OK, but what about effect size? R gives us this in the form of R2 = 0.1619. But we have
learnt that r represents effect size, so r = √0.1619 = .40. Therefore, our overall ANOVA
yielded a medium effect size (look back at tutorial 6 for interpretations).
Although this is nice, it doesn’t really tell us much because it’s the effect on an omnibus
test – we might like to take things one step further and compute effect sizes for our
comparisons between groups. We can do this using the mes( ) function from the
compute.es package. We do using the following general command:
>mes(meangroup1, meangroup2, sdgroup1, sdgroup2, ngroup1, ngroup2)
FYI – n = 33 for the young and middle group, and n = 34 for the older group.
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Do it yourself: Compute the effect sizes for each pairwise comparison. Hint: read the
data off the descriptive statistics.
Here is the output middle versus older group comparison (I rounded up to 2 decimal
places when I entered the data):
Mean Differences ES:
d [ 95 %CI] = 0.93 [ 0.41 , 1.44 ]
var(d) = 0.07
p-value(d) = 0
U3(d) = 82.26 %
CLES(d) = 74.36 %
Cliff's Delta = 0.49
g [ 95 %CI] = 0.91 [ 0.41 , 1.42 ]
var(g) = 0.06
p-value(g) = 0
U3(g) = 81.98 %
CLES(g) = 74.11 %
Correlation ES:
r [ 95 %CI] = 0.42 [ 0.2 , 0.6 ]
var(r) = 0.01
p-value(r) = 0
z [ 95 %CI] = 0.45 [ 0.2 , 0.7 ]
var(z) = 0.02
p-value(z) = 0
Odds Ratio ES:
OR [ 95 %CI] = 5.36 [ 2.11 , 13.6 ]
p-value(OR) = 0
Log OR [ 95 %CI] = 1.68 [ 0.75 , 2.61 ]
var(lOR) = 0.22
p-value(Log OR) = 0
Other:
NNT = 3
Total N = 67

There is a lot of information here, but I have highlighted two statistics that are most
commonly used. The first is familiar to us – r - and we can see that we have a medium
effect size for the significant difference between the middle and older groups. The
second is d, often referred to as Cohen’s d. This represents the difference between the
means in terms of standard deviations. For this comparison d = 0.93. This means that the
difference in the means of the two groups is almost a full standard deviation. This can be
nicely represented as overlapping normal distributions:
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The bigger the value of d, the greater the two samples diverge.
One interesting thing to note here is that in our table in tutorial 6 it says that a d > .8
constitutes a large effect, whereas our r = .42 is considered a medium effect. I don’t have
much else to say about his except welcome to the wonderfully confusing world of
statistics! Actually, you shouldn’t feel confused about this – statistics is a science, and
like all good scientists statisticians don’t always agree on everything, and so devise
multiple ways to represent concepts. And at any rate, these guidelines about effect sizes
are just that – guidelines. What’s important is that you report them – your readers can
worry about how they interpret them.
Do it yourself: Run a one-way ANOVA comparing age-group on a variable of your choice
(e.g., IQ, pt_reg, pt_irreg). Plot your data, check your assumptions (if you don’t meet
them still run your tests), run the ANOVA, run post hocs, and compute effect sizes.
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